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The apostle sought to teach the believers how important it is to
keep the mind from wandering to forbidden themes or from
spending its energies on trifling subjects. Those who would not fall
a prey to Satan's devices, must guard well the avenues of the soul;
they must avoid reading, seeing, or hearing that which will suggest
impure thoughts. The mind must not be left to dwell at random
upon every subject that the enemy of souls may suggest. The heart
must be faithfully sentineled, or evils without will awaken evils
within, and the soul will wander in darkness. "Gird up the loins of
your mind," Peter wrote, "be sober, and hope to the end for the
grace that is to be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus
Christ; . . . not fashioning yourselves according to the former lusts in
your ignorance: but as He which hath called you is holy, so be ye
holy in all manner of conversation; because it is written, Be ye holy;
for I am holy."
{The Acts of the Apostles, page 518.2}
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Dear Reader,
I ended the last editorial
with: “God be with you
as you think upon these
things as I weep for our
deceived members.”
This brought up a question in my mind regarding intercessory prayer.
It seems that churches
will pray for anybody
and anything as if all
prayers are acceptable.
We know that God does
not hear one particular
prayer: “If I regard iniquity in my heart, the
Lord will not hear
[me]” (Psalms 66:18).
So, outside of God not
listening to the prayers
of a practicing sinner,
what other guidelines
are there?
“Has the Lord directed
you to carry your burdens and difficulties to
men who have no more
strength than you have?
Will you make them
your Intercessor? Shall
man interpose between
your souls and God?
Men in responsibility,
handling sacred things,
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bring all your trials and
perplexities to God. Turn
not away from your
great Counselor, to human beings. I am
charged with a warning:
Exchange not One infinite in wisdom for finite
man.” {13MR 363.3}

him would pray for him.
He importuned us so
earnestly that we decided to consider his case,
and present it before the
Lord that night; and if
the way seemed clear,
we would comply with
his request.” {CH 619.1}

“Jesus sets no man as an
intercessor or to receive
confessions of sins. He
calls every sinner into
communication with
Himself, without any
mortal man to interpose
between God and the
sinner. Jesus will accept
every soul who believes
on His name, and He will
cleanse him from all his
moral defilement, if he
believes on Him whom
the Father hath sent into
the world.” {9MR 185.1}

“We cannot pray for the
miraculous healing of
those who know not the
truth. They have prostituted their powers, and
were they thus healed,
they would not return
God the glory, but would
continue to dishonor
him by following wrong
practices. We are to educate those who come to
our sanitariums, teaching them how to bring
themselves into right
relation with God by
following right habits of
eating, drinking, and
dressing. . . .” {6MR
378.2}

“I had resolved not to
engage in prayer for anyone, unless the Spirit of
the Lord should dictate
in the matter. I had been
shown that there was so
much iniquity abounding, even among professed Sabbathkeepers,
that I did not wish to
unite in prayer for those
of whose history I had
no knowledge. I stated
my reason. I was assured by the brethren
that, as far as they knew,
he was a worthy brother. I conversed a few
words with the one who
had solicited our prayers
that he might be healed;
but I could not feel free.
He wept, and said that
he had waited for us to
come, and he felt assured that if we would
pray for him he would
be restored to health.
We told him that we
were unacquainted with
his life; that we would
rather those who knew

So, in conclusion, I see
that anyone having personal struggles should
not seek others for prayer. This includes family
members as well. Definitely sin should not be
revealed. Further, if a
stranger asks for prayer,
that should be denied on
the basis of not knowing
all of the facts. And we
are not to be praying for
the healing of nonbelievers.
It gets more serious
when one thinks on
these terms. If a person
is praying for a relative
and their prayer is not
being answered because
of sin in their own life, to
ask another, even a
known godly person,
that would make them a
(Continued on page 35)
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Subscription and Donations: Although we are
volunteers, the cost of
this publication is challenging to provide to everyone for free. So we are
asking for a subscription
of $24 annually for 12
issues, and if the Lord

impresses you with the
means to be able to provide a donation, we definitely would welcome
such and put it to proper
use including helping pay
for subscriptions of those
who cannot afford the
cost. The publication is

* Articles included in this publication are not necessarily an
endorsement of every belief or other presentations of
messages a contributor may have published elsewhere. Also,
everyone must judge the truth for themselves.
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free online in PDF format.
We are a “tithe-worthy
ministry” according to
clear biblical and Spirit of
Prophecy guidelines {PM
277.3}.
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Sinnerholics & The Devil’s Toys

Cary Rodgers, Jr., pastor
and health director of
Pathway to Peace
Ministries in Peachland,
NC with four children and
a wonderful godly wife,
Elene.
www.PathwaytoPeace.
net.
Phone: 704-695-1441.
Email:

info@pathwaytopeace.
net.

Life is short on this
planet and it is totally
empty and void without Christ. James 4:14
says, “Whereas ye
know not what shall be
on the morrow. For
what is your life? It is
even a vapour, that
appeareth for a little
time, and then vanisheth away.” A vapor
is a mist of a cloud of
tiny water droplets suspended in the air. It is
here for a moment and
then quickly evaporates. If life is like a
mist, what is one day?
Each water droplet
represents the gift of
time that God gives
you daily. Every water
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droplet of time in your
present moment is precious. What are you
doing with it? “For all
flesh is as grass, and all
the glory of man as the
flower of grass. The
grass withereth, and
the flower thereof
falleth away: But the
word of the Lord endureth for ever. And
this is the word which
by the gospel is
preached unto you.” 2 Peter 1:24, 25.
You only have one lifetime on this earth to
get it right. Only what
you do for Christ will
last, everything else
will fade away as
meaningless and worth
nothing. “And the
world passeth away,
and the lust thereof:
but he that doeth the
will of God abideth for
ever.” - 1 John 2:17.
Your probationary trial
of life is almost over.
Probation is defined as
“the process or period
of testing or observing
the character or abilities of a person in a
certain role.” - Google
Dictionary. Jesus is
observing and judging
our characters to see if
it measures up to His
holy and righteous
character. He is urgently letting you know that
the period of testing
and observing your

character is almost
over. What will be the
result? Character is the
dynamic sum of a collection of the repetition of your thoughts,
feelings, behaviors, and
habits – in that order.
Is your character like
Christ or Satan? Remember, Jesus is judging your character,
NOT your intentions.
Intentions are not relevant in the courts of
Heaven. They are empty. Your character must
be just like the character of Jesus Christ, holy
and blameless without
sin.
The rapid fulfillment of
Bible prophecy in our
present time reveals
that we only have a
short time left. The
promise of our great
deliverance from this
sin filled place of sickness, pain, misery, and
death will soon take
place! Jesus is coming
again! Do you really
believe in this promise? Does the fruit of
your character reflect
this reality or are you
consumed with the
cares, worries, and distractions of this present world? In order to
make it from earth to
the everlasting Heavenly kingdom, not one
dust particle of sin can
be a part of your char-
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acter. This is very serious. You must have
total and complete victory over sin! Praise
the Lord, this is the
reason why Jesus
came! He came to this
sinful planet on a
search and rescue mission to save you! Why?
His love is deeper and
wider than space!
Sin is like a very deadly
disease that eats away
the vitality and
strength of your soul.
Sin makes no apologies
nor weeps after the
death of its victim. Sin
is our main problem as
soon as we are born!
Psalms 51:5 says,
“Behold, I was shapen
in iniquity; and in sin
did my mother conceive me.” Sin is
etched in our characters. We are all born
“sinnerholics” with a
natural addiction to

sin. Sin is the disobedience of God’s law (1
John 3:4) and the
standard for righteousness (Psalm 119:172).
Sin is like a two thousand ton boulder that
keeps the sinnerholic
hopelessly trapped under its weight. When
sinnerholics looks at
the law of God it reveals to them that they
are fatally trapped and
its standard of righteousness is too high to
reach! Its standard is
like a 350 mile high
mountain. Trapped
under a two thousand
ton boulder with a 350
mile high mountain to
climb this is IMPOSSIBLE for the sinnerholic!
They can try to reach
the standard by themselves, but they will
NEVER be able to do it
alone no matter how
many times they try.

Jesus is the only one
qualified and strong
enough to lift that
boulder of sin and help
you reach the top of
His mountain of righteousness. He will take
you from a sinnerholic
trapped with sin to a
former sinnerholic that
reflects the character
of Jesus Christ, no longer trapped with the
weight of sin!

Sin is addictive, habitual, and will keep you
drunk with pride, lust,
cares of this world and
its Babylonian wine of
lies! Sin pleases the
flesh with temporary
excitement and pleasure then takes you low
like an alcoholic going
through withdrawals.
Jesus wants to take you
from sinnerholic to former sinnerholic. We
must become former
sinnerholics in order to

The Forgotten Commandment and the
Mark of the Beast Crisis
For more information and the free PDF
download, go to www.PathwaytoPeace.net.
To order a physical copy, send $11.50 to the
address below. Price includes shipping.
It is the latest Three Angels’ Messages sharing
book.
704-695-1441
info@pathwaytopeace.net
Pathway to Peace Ministries
11775 NC 109 South
Peachland, NC 28133
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be in the kingdom of
right upon us. The signs
dwell on the face of
righteousness. “Know
of the times reveal that
the whole earth.’ ” Elye not that the unrightthe day of the Lord is
len White, The Neareous [sinnerholics]
soon to come. The dainess of The End, Union
shall not inherit the
ly papers are full of
Conference Record
kingdom of God? Be
indications of a terrible
(Australian), January
not deceived: neither
conflict in the near fu15, 1904.
fornicators, nor idolature. Strikes are comThe end of all things is
ters, nor adulterers,
mon. Thefts and mura hand. Jesus says,
nor effeminate, nor
ders are committed on
“Watch ye therefore,
abusers of themselves
every hand. Men posand pray always, that
with mankind, Nor
sessed by demons are
ye may be acthieves, nor
counted worcovetous, nor
Watch ye therefore, and
thy to escape
drunkards, nor
all these things
pray always, that ye may be
revilers, nor
that shall come
extortioners,
accounted worthy to escape
to pass, and to
shall inherit the
stand before
all
these
things
that
shall
kingdom of
the Son of
come to pass, and to stand
God. And such
man.” - Luke
were some of
before the Son of man.
21:36. Jesus is
you [former
pleading with
sinnerholics]:
Luke 21:36
His people to
but ye are
watch and
washed, but ye
pray! If you are still a
are sanctified, but ye
killing men and women
sinnerholic, today it is
are justified in the
and little children. The
time to go through the
name of the Lord Jesus,
taking of human life is
detox program of Jesus
and by the Spirit of our
a matter of daily occurChrist. He will sober
God.” - 1 Corinthians
rence. All these things
you up, thoroughly
testify that the end of
6:9-11.
clean you up, and heal
all things is at hand.
Sinnerholics are not
your blindness. He will
The powers of earth
only addicted and
take you from guilty to
are stirred with an indrunk, but they are
not guilty, sinner to
tensity from beneath;
also BLIND! Blindness
saint!
and the Lord sends to
and drunkenness are a
Sin and its devices that
His people the warnbad combination that
please “the lust of the
ing, ‘Heaven and earth
will lead to self deflesh, and the lust of
shall pass away; but
struction. How far will
the eyes, and the pride
My word shall not pass
a blind and drunk alcoof life,” (1 John 2:16)
away. And take heed to
holic go when trying to
keep the sinnerholic
yourselves, lest at any
cross a busy highway?
drunk, blind, and adtime your hearts be
He will stumble to his
dicted to sin! These
overcharged with sursure death!
are Biblical facts that
feiting, and drunkenCan those who are sinGod’s professed people
ness, and cares of this
nerholics, drunk and
looking for the second
life, and so that day
blind, see that time is
coming of Jesus must
come on you unaalmost over?
understand clearly. Sin
wares. For as a snare
“Troublous times are
shall it come on all that
Page 6
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is nothing to play
remain righteous? No.
ka and pure water and
around with nor take
No. No. Impossible! 1
not expecting to get
lightly. We cannot
Corinthians 10:20-21
drunk! What will you
make ANY provision or
says, “But I say, that
get if you mix truth
way for sin to enter in
the things which the
with lie? Deception!
our spiritual experiGentiles sacrifice, they
“Doth a fountain send
ence with Jesus Christ.
sacrifice to devils, and
forth at the same place
Once you are truly in
not to God: and I
sweet water and
Christ, your old sinful
would not that ye
bitter? Can the fig tree,
habits, drunkenness,
should have fellowship
my brethren, bear olive
and blindness should
with devils. Ye CANNOT
berries? either a vine,
pass away. All
figs? so can
things in your
no fountain
Therefore if any man [be] in
character must
both yield
be totally transsalt water
Christ, [he is] a new creaformed in the
and fresh.” ture:
old
things
are
passed
likeness of Jesus.
James 3:11(read 2 Corinthi15.
away; behold, all things are
ans 5;17). You are
The Bible is
become new.
no longer who
abundantly
you used to be.
clear, but
2 Corinthians 5:17
Your thinking,
many profeelings, behavfessed Chrisior, and habits have all
drink the cup of the
tians try mixing it anybeen changed by the
Lord, and the cup of
way! This is extremely
devils: ye cannot be
power of God.
foolish! Let us make it
partakers of the Lord's
In our fast-paced world
real and practical.
table, and of the table
full of attractions, disThey think it is okay to
of devils.”
tractions, and enterwatch Netflix movies as
tainment, the majority
No matter a person’s
long as they read some
of professed Christians
profession, denominaportions of the scriptoday have been mestion, affiliation, or the
tures that day. They
merized and deceived
longevity of their
feel comfortable
by Satan. They believe
church membership, if
spending countless
that they can go to the
they are playing in the
hours cheering on their
Devil’s toy box and play
Devil’s toy box trying to
favorite NFL or NBA
with his toys while at
mix the holy with the
team as long as they
the same time drink
profane, the truth with
had prayer and Bible
from the pure fountain
lies, righteous with
study. They say they
of God’s truth and be
worldliness, they are
practice God’s health
saved. This is as ficstill sinnerholics! They
message but take the
tional and delusional as
are blind, drunk, and
poisonous pharmaceuHollywood’s movies!
addicted to sin! Think
tical drugs of Babylon!
Can you mix pride and
about it, do you think
These are straight dehumility and have huyou can drink the wine
ceptions from the Devil
mility? Can you mix
of Babylon mixed with
that feed the lust of
corruption and holiness
the pure water of truth
the eyes, the lust of the
and be holy? Can you
and NOT get DRUNK?
flesh, and the pride of
have sin guilt, but still
That is like mixing vodlife.
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Someone may be saytrapped once again in
things that will destroy
ing, “What? I cannot
sin. Philippians 4:8
your life.
watch my NFL or NBA
must be our guiding
What are God’s explicit
team and be a Chrisprinciple, “Finally,
instructions for those
tian too?” Question,
brethren, whatsoever
who are still trying to
what does the NFL and
things are true, whatmix it? “And what conNBA promote? Compe- soever things are honcord hath Christ with
tition, lust, sex, alcohol, est, whatsoever things
Belial? or what part
and a waste of time.
are just, whatsoever
hath he that believeth
Do not be fooled bethings are pure, whatwith an infidel? And
cause some players
soever things are lovewhat agreement hath
pray on the
the temple of
field before
God with idols?
And what agreement hath
they play. God
for ye are the
is not in it. He
the temple of God with
temple of the
is in the soul
living God; as
idols?
for
ye
are
the
temple
saving busiGod hath said,
of the living God; as God
ness, not the
I will dwell in
Super Bowl;
hath said, I will dwell in
them, and walk
that is the devin them; and I
il’s playground. them, and walk in [them];
will be their
What about
and I will be their God, and
God, and they
Hollywood or
shall be my
they
shall
be
my
people.
Netflix movies,
people.
Wherefore come out from
TV programs,
Wherefore
and video
among them, and be ye sep- come out from
games? They
among them,
arate, saith the Lord, and
promote sex,
and be ye seplust, lies, alcotouch not the unclean [thing]; arate, saith the
hol, big pharLord, and
and I will receive you,
ma, violence,
touch not the
and a waste of
2 Corinthians 6:16-17
unclean thing;
time. Can you
and I will remix the jazz,
ceive you.” - 2
rock, rhythm
Corinthians 6:15-17
and blues, and rap with ly, whatsoever things
How dangerous is it to
the gospel and glorify
are of good report; if
be in a local church or
God? No. All these
there be any virtue,
conference that prothings are the toys of
and if there be any
motes mixing the cup
Satan. They are provipraise, think on these
of the devil and the cup
sions of the flesh that
things.” This is pretty
of Jesus, promoting
intoxicate and blind
straight. If it is not
idolatry but at the
sinnerholics. Can
true, honest, just, pure,
same time saying they
someone who is trying
lovely, of a good reworship Jesus? This is
to recover from alcohol port, if it has no virtue,
extremely dangerous
go to the bar? The
nor any praise, CUT it
for your soul and your
same is true spiritually, off, cancel your subfamily. Your soul salvasinnerholics who drink
scription, delete it, and
tion will be in jeopardy.
from Satan’s cup will
let it go! Again, life is
Many churches today
relapse and get
too short to hold on to
Page 8
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are mixing worldliness,
lust, the LGBT movement, and spiritualism
with the gospel. Who
are they fooling?
Themselves. Some are
promoting and having
church sponsored
events at the movie
theater. For example,
an SDA church in California had a church
social at the theater to
watch The Black Panther movie. The pastor, as well as many
members, were in
attendance. The pastors in churches like
these are spiritual bartenders mixing truth
and lies which cause
the membership to get
drunk on the wine of
Babylon! All the true
believers in Christ need
to flee these churches
and find a local church
that is preaching and
teaching Bible truth
without mixing it!
What instructions does
God give for those who
have “bartender” pastors or church leaders?

“Having therefore
these promises, dearly
beloved, let us cleanse
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and
spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of
God.” - 2 Corinthians
7:1. “Depart ye, depart
ye, go ye out from
thence, touch no unclean thing; go ye out
of the midst of her; be
ye clean, that bear the
vessels of the LORD.” Isaiah 52:11.
Are you still struggling
with sin? What is the
remedy for sinnerholic
“Christians” who are
still mixing Satan’s toys
with God’s truth?
“Submit yourselves
therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he
will flee from you.
Draw nigh to God, and
he will draw nigh to
you. Cleanse your
hands, ye sinners; and
purify your hearts, ye
double minded.” James 4:7, 8. “Now ye
are clean through the
word which I have spo-

ken unto you.” - John
15:3 “Sanctify [make
holy] them through thy
truth: thy word is
truth.” - John 17:17.
“Seeing ye have purified your souls in obeying the truth through
the Spirit unto unfeigned love of the
brethren, see that ye
love one another with
a pure heart fervently:
Being born again, not
of corruptible seed, but
of incorruptible, by the
word of God, which
liveth and abideth for
ever.” - 1 Peter 1:22,
23.
We are living at the
end of God’s judgment
hour. Your probationary time of building
your character in the
image of Christ or Satan is almost over.
When your probationary time is over, what
will the Judge, Jesus,
say about your case in
the end? Sinnerholic or
righteous?
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Biblical Interpretation of Prophecy
wondering at prophecy.

David Rehm, Pastor/
Evangelist for Truth
Maintained
Website:
truthmaintained.com
E-mail Address:
truthmaintained@yahoo.
com

The Seventh-day Adventist Church is the
only church in the entire world that has a
principle of prophetic
interpretation called
"historicism" to interpret Bible prophecy. All
Protestant churches
used this method about
a century and a half
ago to interpret prophecy – but it has been
abandoned. As time
went by, these churches have adopted other
methods of interpreting prophecy.
With this method (of
historicism) we can
know exactly where we
are in the flow of history at each and every
moment – including
right now. Using any
other method will only
keep you guessing and

You may be wondering
exactly what is historicism and how does it
function? Historicism is
defined in two easy
steps:
1. Prophecy begins
to fulfill in the day
in which the
prophet who receives the vision is
writing.
So, the first step of historicism is as soon as
the prophet receives
the vision the prophecy
begins fulfilling immediately. Now here is
step two:
2. It then fulfills
step-by-step –
without any interruptions – until the
end of time and
Jesus sets up his
everlasting kingdom.
That is historicism.
Another way to look at
historicism is to compare it to a river. We
see where the river
starts / we see the beginning of prophecy
start to fulfill. We
watch the river flow
along / we see the
events fulfill in the flow
of time. And then we
see the river run into
the ocean – the end of
the river / we see the
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culmination of prophetic events. In other
words, with historicism
we can see the past,
the present, and the
future. There is a
unique advantage in
using historicism because we see the beginning, the development, and we see the
end.
Think about it – if we
have a clear sequence
of powers and events
beginning in the days of
the prophet and continuously fulfilling without interruption until
Jesus establishes His
everlasting kingdom all
we have to do is look at
history to find out from
the days of the prophet
– on. We just have to
look at when each of
these kingdoms rose to
power and governed.
Now, let us look briefly
at the various methods
used to interpret bible
prophecy. There are
three main schools of
prophetic interpretation existing in Christendom:
#1: PRETERISM:
This is the idea that the
prophecies of Daniel
and Revelation have
already been fulfilled in
the past. The Antichrist
is said to be Antiochus
Epiphanes (who was a
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Greek king), who
offered a pig on the
altar in the temple. The
prophecy about the
little horn (Daniel 7)
and the beast
(Revelation 13) is supposed to be Nero because his name, they
say, equals 666. As
hard as this is to believe – it is believed
that Jesus has already
returned during
the 1st century.

"left behind" will have
a second chance at salvation. It is also believed that the Antichrist will come upon
the scene, set up his
image and enforce his
mark during this sevenyear period – after the
church has been raptured away to heaven.

invented this particular
system of prophetic
interpretation which is
now known as Futurism? It was also a Roman Catholic priest –
the Jesuit Francisco
Ribera. He invented
Futurism!

In other words, Preterism and Futurism
Think about this – if
are products of Roman
Catholic Jesuit
priests of the
Here is wisdom. Let him that counterDo you know
Reformation
hath understanding count
who invented
era. These men
the
number
of
the
beast:
for
this system of
lived right after
prophetic interMartin Luther's
it is the number of a man;
pretation which
reformation of
and
his
number
[is]
Six
hunis now called
the 16th CenPreterism? It
tury. And their
dred threescore [and] six.
was a Roman
main purpose,
Catholic priest –
according to
Revelation 13:18
the Jesuit Louis
Cardinal BellarAlcazar.
mine (who was
this scenario were to
one of the great Cardi#2: DISPENSATIONALhappen in this way,
nals of the Roman
ISM (more commonly
after the church is reCatholic Church and
called FUTURISM):
moved from this world,
lived shortly after the
The majority of
why would the church
Reformation), he said
Protestants today beeven care or bother
the main purpose of
lieve in this system.
and study prophecy?
the inventing of these
This is the idea that all
Prophecy becomes irtwo systems – Futurism
of these prophecies
relevant because the
and Preterism – was to
about the Antichrist,
church will not expericounter-act the system
the beast, the image
ence any of these
of prophecy being used
and the mark of the
things.
by Luther and the other
beast are all still to be
Reformers who incesAnd is not that exactly
fulfilled in the future.
santly pointed to the
what Satan wants
These things will not
Roman Catholic Church
Christians to think? If
happen until after the
as the Antichrist power
we are going to be sechurch is "raptured"
of prophecy. Cardinal
cret raptured away beaway to heaven in a
Bellarmine said they
fore this stuff happens secret coming of Jesus.
had to come up with
"Hey I'm a Christian
And it is this secret rapinterpretations that
and a member of a
ture event that starts
either pointed forward
church – who cares? I'll
the beginning of a sevor backwards in time
be gone!"
en-year tribulation.
but did not point to the
And those who were
Now do you know who
system that was ruling
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at that time - the Roman Catholic Church.

church the validity of
the historicist approach to these two
#3: HISTORICISM:
apocalyptic books. The
There are seven volNow we, as Seventhcommittee sees it as
umes that resulted that
day Adventists, have a
the only sound method
have lots of powerful
very unique advantage
to use. Our pioneers
information sustaining
in our method of interdid not follow “cunthe traditional Adpreting Bible prophecy
ningly devised fables”
ventist prophetic view.
because we look at the
when they searched
These books strongly
past, we look at the
and preached the
uphold – that the
present and we look at
truths of these propheprophecies of Daniel
the future. We see the
cies. They have passed
beginning, the
on to us a rich
development
heritage. We
For we have not followed
and the end of
call our memBible prophecy. cunningly devised fables,
bers to a renewed study of
Historicism is
when we made known unto
the correct way you the power and coming of these grand
prophetic books
of interpreting
that continue to
our Lord Jesus Christ, but
prophecy. It is
give certainty
a disciplined
were eyewitnesses of his
and stability to
way of intermajesty
our personal
preting prophfaith in Christ
ecy. Make no
2 Peter 1:16
and His coming
mistake about
and to the
it; historicism is
worldwide outreach of
the center-piece of the
and Revelation need to
the Advent people in
Seventh-day Adventist
be (and must be) interthis solemn era of
prophetic viewpoint.
preted from a historiGod’s judgment activity
cist's perspective.
Historicism is the Offiin the heavenly sanctucial Position of the SDA
“Today Seventh-day
ary.” (“Sym-posium on
Church
Adventists virtually
Revelation,” vol. 1, p.
stand
alone
as
expo176 [Frank B. Holbrook,
After the Desmond
nents
of
the
historicist
editor] DARCOM)
Ford situation in 1979
method,
since
nonand 1980, a special
Again, this is the official
Catholic groups in gencommittee was estabposition of the church.
eral have abandoned
lished of scholars of the
Historicism is the only
this approach in favor
Adventist church. They
official method recogof one of the other two
met for several years
nized by the Adventist
methods mentioned.
and dealt with some of
Church.
As might be expected,
the issues that Desthe change in method
Now, do the great
mond Ford brought
has
inevitably
brought
chain prophecies upforward against the
about changes in conhold the principles of
traditional views of the
clusions.
The
Daniel
historicism? Let us take
Adventist church conand Revelation Coma look:
cerning Bible prophecy.
mittee
wishes
to
reAnd it was this comaffirm to the world
mittee that became
Page 12

known as DARCOM, an
acronym for Daniel and
Revelation Committee.
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HISTORICISM IN DANIEL

the prophecy starts.
Then we have one kingdom after another, one
event after another
(including the judgment) – in sequence
until the everlasting
kingdom that is mentioned in verse 27. This
is historicism.

find it until Daniel 12.
But why? It is for the
simple reason that
Daniel chapters 8 thru
12 are a complete book
in and of itself. It is really one big prophecy
that is meant to be
studied together – as
one.

Chapter 2, Nebuchadnezzar has a dream of a
statue that begins with
a head of gold. Then
Daniel receives the interpretation and says
the head of gold represents Babylon. Is Daniel, as he received the
Chapter 8, the seChapter 9 tells us when
vision, living at the time
quence starts out in
the 2300 days begins. It
of Babylon –
is with the
the beginning
setting up of
And the kingdom and domin- the decree to
of the prophecy? No doubt –
ion, and the greatness of the rebuild and
that’s step #1
restore Jerusakingdom under the whole
of how historilem (Dan.
cism functions.
heaven, shall be given to the 9:25). And it
Then the vision
reaches unto
people
of
the
saints
of
the
proceeds to
Messiah the
most High, whose kingdom
give us one
Prince. Is there
event after ananything about
[is] an everlasting kingdom,
other, kingdom
the everlasting
and all dominions shall serve kingdom in
after kingdom
and event after
Daniel 9? No, it
and obey him.
event until it
only leads you
ends with a
up to the endDaniel 7:27
great mountain
ing of the 70
– which Daniel
weeks.
interprets as being the
Persia (Daniel is living).
Chapter 10 speaks of a
everlasting kingdom
Then you have one
battle between Gabriel
that Christ will set up.
event after another –
and the Prince of Persia
(Dan. 2:44, 45)
just like historicism
(a symbol for Satan)
functions. But the seSo, in Daniel 2 the viand gives us some inquence only leads to
sion starts in the days
teresting particulars
the point of the judgof the prophet Daniel
but is there anything in
ment, "Unto 2300 days
and ends with the
Daniel 10 about the
and then shall the sancsetting up of the evereverlasting kingdom?
tuary be cleansed." (vs.
lasting kingdom – and
There is nothing men14) But Daniel makes
gives the events that
tioned.
no reference to the
transpire in-between
Chapter 11 the prophesetting up of Christ's
and in succession. This
cy of Daniel 8 begins all
everlasting kingdom in
is historicism.
over again starting with
the chapter.
Chapter 7, Daniel rethe kingdom of Persia
Is there a problem?
ceives the vision and it
(vs. 2), then Greece (vs.
Where is the setting up
begins with a lion. The
2-4), then you have the
of Christ's everlasting
lion is a symbol for Babstory of pagan Rome
kingdom? You will not
ylon. Daniel is living as
(vs. 16-30). Verses 31April 2018 Four Angels’ Messages
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39 describe Papal
Rome during the 1260
years of the Dark Ages.
Then we have the final
stages of the great controversy in verses 40-45
with the restoration of
the Papacy to world
dominion.

again today. It is a complete book following
the principles of historicism.
HISTORICISM IN REVELATION

icea being the last. So,
we have a prophecy
starting in the days of
John until the end. This
is historicism.

The Seals: The vision
starts out in chapters 4
We will just deal with
and 5 with the inauguthe first half of the
ration of Christ in heavbook. John was given
In verse 45, the Papacy
en at his ascension.
three visions at the besets up to give the final
This would be the Day
ginning of the book:
deathblow to those
of Pentecost. Was John
The Churches, the
who are in Jerusalem (a
alive during this time?
symbol of the
Of course he
worldwide
was, and the
And
he
said
unto
me,
Thou
church). At that
actual first
must prophesy again before
time Jesus
Seal is again
"stands up" to
dealing with
many peoples, and nations,
deliver his peothe apostolic
and tongues, and kings.
ple. Daniel 12:2,
church going
referencing the
forth on the
Revelation 10:11
special resurrecwhite horse
tion, is the first
conquering
mentioning of the everwith the gospel. John is
Seals, and the Trumobviously a part of that
lasting kingdom.
pets.
group. The other Seals
Verse 3 speaks about
The Churches: The first
transpire in order and
God's people shining as
is Ephesus. This is the
end with the everstars throughout eterapostolic church in
lasting kingdom and
nity. This is a further
which John was a part
the return of Jesus in
reference of the everof. So, the vision starts
chapter 8:1 where
lasting kingdom. There
in his day when he is
there is silence in heavyou have Daniel 8 thru
living. Then you have
en. Again, this is histor12 – one big prophecy.
six more successive
icism in the Seals.
This is the little book
churches that span to
that John ate (Rev. 10)
The Trumpets: Now
the end of time – Laodand we must prophesy
what about the Trumpets? We have seen
how Daniel’s prophecies all employ historicism. John with the series of the Churches
We will be happy to provide you with a receipt
and the Seals uses hisbut please indicate that you would like to
toricism. Should we not
receive one. Many give without claiming it on
expect John to employ
their taxes. Personally, I would so as to have
historicism in the Trummore to give. But for us to mail a receipt to
those that do not use such would be a waste of
pets too? Here is where
God’s funds. So do not hesitate to ask, and
many of us will throw
even if you already gave, we have record of it,
historicism under the
so if you still want a receipt, just ask.
bus. Here is the first

NEED A RECEIPT?
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Trumpet.

“The first angel sounded, and there followed
hail and fire mingled
with blood, and they
were cast upon the
earth: and the third
part of trees was burnt
up, and all green grass
was burnt up.” (Rev.
8:7)
That’s the whole description of the first
trumpet. The traditional teaching of the first
trumpet is the Attack of
the Visigoths against
Rome under Alaric I.
This interpretation was
provided by Uriah

Smith in his book Daniel and the Revelation.
Now this event did not
happen until the year
410 A.D. If we were to
employ the principles
of historicism to this –
you can see that it is
not following historicism. Remember the
first step? Was John
living in the year 410?
We are 300 years or so
later – after John has
died. This should tell us
that something could
be off here. I believe
there is a reason why
Ellen White opens The
Great Controversy with

the destruction of Jerusalem. Many, including
myself, see this as the
fulfillment of the first
Trumpet.
Note: The aim of this
article is not to teach
you about particulars
of prophecy, including
the Trumpets, and it
certainly is not to cause
controversy and argument over a point, but
to learn and employ
faithfully correct Biblical principles of interpretation (Rom. 10:17;
Acts 17:11).
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The Reins and the Heart
part 2

Elijah Rodgers, is a
young, enthusiastic 11year-old evangelist at
Pathway to Peace
Ministries who is excited
about sharing the
everlasting gospel. He is
also a beekeeper and
enjoys nature. He is the
son of Cary Rodgers.
www.PathwaytoPeace.
net.
Email:

info@pathwaytopeace.
net.

The searching eyes of
man do not reveal
what a person's true
character is like at
heart. We may know
them by their fruit.
Someone may change
the outward appearance presented to others, but at home they
are still watching and
doing the things that
that are of the world;
in heart they have not
been truly converted
through the cleansing
blood of Jesus.
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The only one who can
truly search the mind is
the all-knowing and
infinite-in- wisdom
God, He says “I the
LORD search the heart,
I try the reins...” “for
the LORD seeth not as
man seeth; for man
looketh on the outward appearance, but
the LORD looketh on
the heart.” – Jeremiah
17:10 and 1 Samuel
16:7.
The LORD searcheth all
hearts. His searching
eyes can penetrate to
the very center of the
mind. The things that
come into your mind,
“every one of them”,
He discerns. – Ezekiel
11:5. Hebrews 4:13
says, “Neither is there
any creature that is not
manifest in his sight:
but all things are naked
and opened unto the
eyes of him with whom
we have to do
(Jesus!).” Everything is
laid open to Jesus, our
thoughts and even the
very intents of our
mind.
Our hearts, which are
the thoughts and feelings, are being
searched. Every act,
every thought, every
feeling, “every idle
word that men shall

speak,” all these will
Jesus, who judges not
according to the appearance but judges
righteous judgment,
have us “give account
thereof in the day of
judgment.” – Matthew
12:36. The Bible reveals in Revelation
14:7 that “the hour of
his judgment is come.”
From the prophecy of
Daniel 8:14 and the
interpretation in Daniel
9:24-27, you will be
able to clearly see that
we have been in the
judgment time since
1844. We are living in
the time of the day of
atonement in which
the sins that were truly
confessed and repented of were cleansed
from the sanctuary, to
be placed on the
scapegoat that represents Satan. At the
end, all the sins of the
faithful will be placed
on Satan, the originator of sin. The Day of
Atonement was a solemn time when they
were to afflict their
souls before God and
in humility confess,
and repent of sin.
The time “which he
will judge the world in
righteousness” has
come, and what are we
to do? The Bible says in
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Acts 3:19, “Repent ye
therefore, and be converted, that your sins
may be blotted out,
when the times of refreshing shall come
from the presence of
the Lord;” “Because he
hath appointed a day,
in the which he will
judge the world in
righteousness by that
man whom he hath
ordained; whereof he
hath given assurance
unto all men, in that he
hath raised him from
the dead.” – Acts 17:31
As in the time of the
Day of Atonement the

children of Israel came
humbly before God, so
now, we must humble
our hearts and humbly
come before God and
ask of Him and say,
“search me, O God,
and know my heart: try
me, and know my
thoughts: And see if
there be any wicked
way in me, and lead
me in the way everlasting.” – Psalms
139:23-24

back on its originator
are the sins that have
been truly repented of.
All our sins must be in
the sanctuary. This
time of judgment has
arrived and is almost
over, probation is soon
to close and you do
not know when your
probation ends, so, “to
day if ye will hear his
voice, harden not your
hearts.” – Hebrews
3:15.

All the sin in the sanctuary must be blotted
out, and the only sins
that will be in the sanctuary waiting to be put



•

Young adults hitting the streets evangelizing with 5 minute interviews on
hot religious topics.

•

Interviewees leave with a bag of contents for further reading including the
Great Controversy, National Sunday Law, usually a health article, and
other literature.

•

Find snippets of their interviews on YouTube.com.
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Understanding Omega-3 Fatty Acids and
Heart Health
What are Omega-3
Fatty Acids?
Omega-3 fatty acids are
an essential group of
polyunsaturated fats,
comprised of three
main types:
Eicosapentaenoic
Acid (EPA)
Genobia Simpson
Wife and mother to 5
children.
Works with two other
ministries: It’s High
Time and Advent Rest.
Desire to live a healthy
lifestyle came after
studying the health
message through the
Bible and the Spirit Of
Prophecy, where true
health principles are
perfectly outlined.
Being a full time wife and
mother, my duty has
always been in the
kitchen. But now, as the
Lord has given me a
greater understanding of
what it means to live a
healthy lifestyle, I am
able to supply nutritious
meals for my family and
natural remedies
whenever it is necessary.
I now have a great
passion to share this
wonderful truth with
others who may not know
where to start.

Docosahexaenoic
Acid (DHA)
Alpha-linolenic Acid
(ALA)
As with all fatty acids,
omega-3s are composed of chains of carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen atoms. The
difference in chemical
structure, however, is
what sets this group of
polyunsaturated fats
apart from other fats
and makes them a crucial part of the human
diet.
Polyunsaturated Fats
The term
“polyunsaturated” can
be broken up in two
parts for better understanding: “Poly,” in
terms of fatty acids,
means that the omega3 fatty acids have several double bonds be-

tween carbon atoms in
the structure.
“Unsaturated,” as a
direct result of these
multiple double bonds,
means that these fatty
acids are not saturated
in hydrogen atoms. It’s
because of this that
omega-3s do not easily
change into cholesterol
and become a risk for
heart disease like saturated fats, which only
contain a single bond.
Eicosapentaenoic Acid
(EPA)
Composed of twenty
carbons with five double bonds, EPA’s main
function is to form signaling molecules. Eicosanoids, as these molecules are called, play a
great number of physiological roles, such as
ameliorating the effects
of coronary heart disease by reducing the
fats in the blood (high
triglycerides), as well as
causing a reduction in
high blood pressure
(hypertension). Most
importantly, eicosanoids reduce inflammation throughout the
body. Because most

Additional Health Articles And
Even Genobia Simpson’s Recipes
Online at www.hightime1311.com/maranatha-365/about/
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disease is driven by
inflammation—an issue
commonly seen coinciding with the ingestion of omega-6 fatty
acids—the eicosanoids
make omega-3s even
more vital to a hearthealthy diet.
Sources: various types
of edible seaweed
(algae/algal oil), phytoplankton, perilla oil,
purslane, and human
breastmilk.
Docosahexaenoic Acid
(DHA)
Composed of twentytwo carbons with six
double bonds, DHA is
an important structural
component that has
proven to have a positive effect on hypertension and heart disease.
DHA initiates the
breakup of lipid rafts—
plasma membranes
(within the cells) that
contain high concentrations of cholesterol.
This makes it more
difficult for inflammation to arise.
Sources: same as EPA.
Alpha-linolenic Acid
(ALA)
Composed of eighteen
carbons with three
double bonds, ALA—
the most common
omega-3 fatty acid in a
plant-based diet—must
be converted into EPA
or DHA in order for the
body to be able to harness all the benefits.

Without this conversion, ALA is stored in a
dormant state like any
other fat.
While a diet rich in ALA
has been found to reduce the risk of heart
disease, as well as improve and lengthen life,
there exists the dilemma of inefficiency within the conversion process. Only a small percentage of ALA converts to EPA (5%), and
even less to DHA(<.5%).
Sources (highest ALA
content per 200-calorie
serving):
Fruits (raw)— raspberries 485mg, blueberries
439mg, blackberries
437mg, strawberries
406mg, guavas 329mg.
Nuts— dried butternuts 2850mg, walnuts
2776mg, dried beechnuts 590mg, dried hickory nuts 319mg, roasted pecans 288mg.
Seeds— flaxseed
8543mg, chia 7164mg,
sprouted radish seeds
3358mg, sprouted alfalfa seeds 1522mg, mustard seed 1143mg.
Herbs and Spices—
fresh basil 2747mg,
dried oregano 2732mg,
ground cloves 2649mg,
dried marjoram
2384mg, dried tarragon
2204mg.
Vegetables— grape
leaves 2443mg, cooked
broccoli 2346mg,
cooked spinach
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2183mg, cooked cauliflower 1452mg, raw
arugula 1360mg.
Legumes (cooked)—
pinto beans 1180mg,
kidney beans 1176mg,
navy beans 767mg,
soybeans 775mg, mung
beans 638mg.
The Conversion Process (ALA—EPA—DHA)
There are a number of
factors that contribute
to a consistent or delayed ALA conversion.
First, adequate levels of
nutrition must be met.
Without sufficient
quantities of iron, copper, calcium, magnesium, zinc, and vitamins
B6 and B7, the conversion cannot occur. Unfortunately, it’s been
reported that these are
the more common deficiencies in an incomplete vegetarian diet.
Second, omega-3 fatty
acids and omega-6
fatty acids compete for
the very same enzymes. This is why a
diet high in omega-6s
will cause a significant
reduction to the conversion of ALA to EPA
and DHA, as well as
have a direct negative
effect on heart health.
Why Choose PlantBased Omega-3s Over
Fish?
“The disease and
suffering that everywhere prevail are largely due to popular errors
in regard to diPage 19

et.” (Ministry of Healing, 295)

ly those supplied with
fish oil capsules, had a
higher risk of cardiac
death.” A similar study
published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association
revealed that fish oil
supplements increase
life-threatening abnormal heart rhythms in

that fish-based supplementation is a hazard
to heart health while
plant-based supplementation has a positive and protective
effect.

The oceans are contaminated with toxins
and pollutants that accumulate in fatty fish.
These toxins—polychlorinated biphenyls
Conclusion
(PCBs), dioxins, and
The human body does
methyl mercury—
not produce omega-3
cancel out any benefifatty acids.
cial effects omeThese polyunga-3s would oth- In this choice, appetite is not
saturated fats
erwise have on
a safe guide. Through wrong must be
the human
claimed and
body.
habits of eating, the appetite processed
The contaminawithin the dihas become perverted. Oftion has been so
et. ALA is
ten it demands food that imdetrimental on
abundant in
pairs
health
and
causes
fish life that sevhigh-fat plants
eral companies
foods; ALA
weakness instead of
have recalled
must convert
strength.
We
cannot
safely
batches of fish
to EPA and
oil supplements
be guided by the customs of DHA, but EPA
due to the high
and DHA are
society.
The
disease
and
levels of pollualso directly
tants. In 2006,
suffering that everywhere
available in
Seven Seas Ltd.
marine plant
prevail are largely due to
and Boots withfoods. In many
popular errors in regard to
drew their prodcases, a trustucts within just
ed supplement
diet.
one month of
is necessary,
each other.
but fish-based
The Ministry of Healing, p. 295
supplementaMany claim that
tion has a negfarmed fish is the anative
effect
on the
patients who have deswer, but farmed fish
heart, as well as overall
fibrillator implants. The
contain significantly
health. Without conAmerican
Heart
Associlower levels of omegasistency in plant-based
ation says these studies
3s and, surprisingly,
choices, Omega-3 defican be explained by the
even more PCB toxins
ciencies will arise, lead“…adverse effects of
than wild fish, as was
ing to high levels of
methyl mercury, an
discovered in a comcholesterol within the
environmental
contamparison study of the
blood, high blood presinant found in certain
two sources.
sure, and eventual
fish that may diminish
What’s more, the Euroheart disease. This is
the health benefits of
pean Journal of Clinical
precisely why Omegaomega-3 fatty acids.”
Nutrition concluded:
3s have been coined
Repeatedly, study after
“Men advised to eat
the “essential fatty acstudy has concluded
oily fish, and particularids.” 
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Authorized KJV vs Catholic Bible
King James Version:
And when he had said
these words, the Jews
departed, and had great
reasoning among themselves.

Jerry O’Donnell
• Author of What Does It
Mean For the World To
Have One Mind?
• Bible Worker,
Evangelist, Pastor,
Church Planter

If you are using anything
but the KJV, you are using a Catholic influenced
Bible [see June 2017
issue for details], which
strategically twists and
leaves out key words
and verses so as to
make even the ecumenical movement between
religions outside of
Christianity possible.
This month we will look
at Acts 28:29 in which
some versions appear to
not want to reveal that
the Jews were considering Paul’s words. The
NIV specifically removes
the verse and then
makes a foot note:
“Some manuscripts include here After he said
this, the Jews left, arguing vigorously among
themselves.” Then why
not include the verse
instead of omitting it?

Below are the versions
that include one form or
another, therefore, if
the version is not listed,
they delete the verse.
New American Standard Bible: When he had
spoken these words, the
Jews departed, having a
great dispute among
themselves.
Holman Christian
Standard Bible: After he
said these things, the
Jews departed, while
engaging in a prolonged
debate among themselves.
New King James Version: And when he had
said these words, the
Jews departed and had
a great dispute among
themselves.
Aramaic Bible in Plain
English: And when he
had said these things,
the Jews went forth and
many were debating
among themselves.
Jubilee Bible 2000: And
when he had said these
words, the Jews departed and had a great dispute among themselves.
American Standard Version: And when he had
said these words, the
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Jews departed, having
much disputing among
themselves.
Douay-Rheims Bible:
And when he had said
these things, the Jews
went out from him, having much reasoning
among themselves.
Webster's Bible Translation: And when he had
said these words, the
Jews departed, and had
great reasoning among
themselves.
World English Bible:
When he had said these
words, the Jews departed, having a great dispute among themselves.
Young's Literal Translation: And he having said
these things, the Jews
went away, having
much disputation
among themselves;

Brackets imply that it is
reluctantly included:
New American Standard 1977: [And when he
had spoken these
words, the Jews departed, having a great dispute among themselves.]
Darby Bible Translation:
[And he having said this,
the Jews went away,
having great reasoning
among themselves.]
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Why Many SDAs Will Not
Receive the Latter Rain

David House, Pastor/
Evangelist for Saving
Health Ministries
Mailing Address:
PO Box 41161 Norfolk
VA 23541
Phone: 757-955-6871
Youtube:
SavingHealthMinistries
Website:
www.savinghealthministr
ies.com
E-mail Address:
mrdhouse@gmail.com

Jesus set an example
and gave us a parable
to help us understand
the nature of our work
as Christians. Luke 15:17 says, “Then drew near
unto him all the publicans and sinners for to
hear him. And the Pharisees and scribes murmured, saying, This
man receiveth sinners,
and eateth with them.
And he spake this parable unto them, saying,
What man of you, having an hundred sheep,
if he lose one of them,
doth not leave the
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ninety and nine in the
wilderness, and go after
that which is lost, until
he find it? And when he
hath found it, he layeth
it on his shoulders, rejoicing. And when he
cometh home, he
calleth together his
friends and neighbours,
saying unto them, Rejoice with me; for I
have found my sheep
which was lost. I say
unto you, that likewise
joy shall be in heaven
over one sinner that
repenteth, more than
over ninety and nine
just persons, which
need no repentance.”
Many Christians in the
world are sinning UNKNOWINGLY by stepping on Gods holy Sabbath. We are the vessels He desires to use to
aid in leading them to
repentance. Or should
we follow the teaching
of the modern-day
Scribes and Pharisees
that are teaching we
should only go to the
lost sheep of Israel?

Based on the scripture
aforementioned, why
are many advocating
that SDA’s should only
go to the lost sheep of
Israel? In other words,
we should only be
preaching to those that
are professed Ad-

ventists but are not
fully in line with the
three angels messages.
Is this consistent with
the Bible and the Spirit
of Prophecy? We find in
Revelation 14:6, “And I
saw another angel fly in
the midst of heaven,
having the everlasting
gospel to preach unto
them that dwell on the
earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and
tongue, and people.”
According to this verse,
all who dwell on the
earth are to hear this
message. What saith
the prophetess?
“In a special sense Seventh-day Adventists
have been set in the
world as watchmen
and light-bearers. To
them has been entrusted the last warning for
a perishing world. On
them is shining wonderful light from the
Word of God. They
have been given a work
of the most solemn import,--the proclamation
of the first, second, and
third angels' messages.
There is no other work
of so great importance.
They are to allow nothing else to absorb their
attention.” EV 119 (9T
19)
Clearly we are to warn
the world. In order for
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us to unite with God to
selves will carry forstructed them to, we as
receive the latter rain
ward the services of the
SDA’s have ceased to
we must be giving this
church. We will keep up
do the work that God
message found in Revethe meetings, and, by
has called us to do in
lation 18:4, “Come out
abiding in Christ, will
evangelizing the world.
of her my people”. This
maintain spiritual life.
In order for this to hapis referring to those in
We will work for souls
pen we must separate
the fallen churches that
that are about us, and
from sin and apostasy.
are drinking the wine
we will send our prayNotice what EGW
(false doctrines such as
ers and our gifts to suswrites:
Sunday sacred“God calls for
ness and immorconsecrated
"Go work for souls that are
tality of the
workers who
soul) of Babylon. perishing in darkness. We
will be true to
We can NOT
Him--humble
ourselves will carry forward
fulfill this scripmen who see
ture and call
the services of the church.
the need of
them out of
evangelistic
We will keep up the meetBabylon if we
work and do
are only going
ings, and, by abiding in
not draw back
to those in the
but do each
Christ,
will
maintain
spiritual
Adventist
day's work
life. We will work for souls
churches.
faithfully, relyNotice what else that are about us, and we
ing upon God
the prophet has
will send our prayers and our for help and
to say:
strength in
gifts to sustain the laborers
every emer“As I traveled
gency. The
in more needy and destitute
through the
message is to
South on my
fields."
be taken up by
way to the conthose who
ference, I saw
Testimonies, vol. 6, p. 30.
love and fear
city after city
God. Lay not
that was unyour burden
worked. What is the
tain the laborers in
upon any conference.
matter? The ministers
more needy and destiGo forth, and, as evanare hovering over
tute fields.’"-gelists, in a humble
churches which know
Testimonies, vol. 6, p.
way present a ‘Thus
the truth while thou30. (1900) EV 382
saith the Scriptures.’"-sands are perishing out
We as a people have
Letter 43, 1905.
of Christ.” EV 381
fallen into a Laodicean
“I saw that God has
“Instead of keeping the
condition and are comhonest children among
ministers at work for
placent with where we
the nominal Adventists
the churches that alare spiritually. Just as
and the fallen churchready know the truth,
the Israelites become
es, and before the
let the members of the
complacent with the
plagues shall be
churches say to these
territory obtained in
poured out, ministers
laborers: ‘Go work for
the Canaan land and
and people will be
souls that are perishing
ceased to conquer
called out from these
in darkness. We ourmore land as God in-
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churches and will gladly receive the truth.
Satan knows this; and
before the loud cry of
the third angel is given,
he raises an excitement
in these religious bodies, that those who
have rejected the truth
may think that God is
with them. He hopes to
deceive the honest and
lead them to think that
God is still working for
the churches. But the
light will shine, and all
who are honest will
leave the fallen churches, and take their stand
with the remnant.” Early Writings 261
Even though the SDA
church is not Babylon, it
is evident that she has
become a sister to Babylon. Notice what God’s
messenger says, “We
must as a people
arouse and cleanse the
camp of Israel. Licentiousness, unlawful

intimacy, and unholy
practices are coming in
among us in a large
degree; and ministers
who are handling sacred things are guilty of
sin in this respect. They
are coveting their
neighbors' wives, and
the seventh commandment is broken. We are
in danger of becoming
a sister to fallen Babylon, of allowing our
churches to become
corrupted, and filled
with every foul spirit, a
cage for every unclean
and hateful bird; and
will we be clear unless
we make decided
movements to cure the
existing evil?” 21MR
No. 1580 pg 380
John 4:34,35 says
“Jesus saith unto them,
My meat is to do the
will of him that sent
me, and to finish his
work. Say not ye, There
are yet four months,

and then cometh harvest? behold, I say unto
you, Lift up your eyes,
and look on the fields;
for they are white already to harvest.”
This message is to swell
into a LOUD CRY. Will
you cry aloud to those
inside and OUTSIDE of
Israel? How many people in the Baptist, Pentecostal, Jehovah Witness, Anglican, Orthodox you know that are
in need of the THREE
ANGELS MESSAGE? God
wants them to be saved
as well. They too, are
our brothers and sisters
in Christ. Will you be a
part of this work? Will
you support with your
time, God-given talents,
and financial gifts? May
we each do our part in
hastening the soon return of Jesus for a finished work. 

www.savinghealthministries.com
We value the development of the physical, mental,
and spiritual well being of mankind.

Saving Health Ministries
P.O. Box 41161
Norfolk, VA 23541
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757-955-6871
mrdhouse@gmail.com
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Questions And Answers

Jerry O’Donnell
• Author of What Does It
Mean For the World To
Have One Mind?
• Bible Worker,
Evangelist, Pastor,
Church Planter

QUESTION: Need to ask
for receipt all of the
time?
ANSWER: No. Your subscription is marked as
desiring a receipt.

QUESTION: Is RSV ok to
quote from?
ANSWER: Using Ellen
White’s method, if the
same verse from the
KJV can be better stated
in another version without taking away or adding to the meaning,
then not only would the
RSV be allowed but other versions as well.
However, when it came
to preaching, she always used the KJV, according to her son, W.
C. White.
Further, other versions
of the Bible make it

hard to use the Bible as
it ought to be – able to
explain itself. For instance, how do we
know water means
“peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and
tongues”? Because of
Revelation 17:15. But
not all versions render
that verse the same
way as the Contemporary English Version
uses “oceans” instead.
Maybe the verse one is
coming from that
should have “water”
does not make Revelation 17:15 unnecessary
or unusable. This is just
a small example, but
personally, especially
with the NIV and even
the NKJV, in my own
personal evangelistic
efforts, those that did
not have a KJV appeared with confusion
on their face because
many times from reading their version it did
not always act like a
dictionary, as God intended. This can cause
many people to stop
attending a seminar if
they insist on their version. I even had people
shout out, “That word
isn’t in my version!”
So, for study and
preaching purposes,
stick with the KJV. For
better revelation of the
verse, follow the rule
that allows the use but
follow it strictly because
like Romans 8:1, much
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is lost in other versions
of the Bible.

QUESTION: Doesn’t the
church just have some
problems?
ANSWER: To believe
that the church just has
problems is to go
against prophecy. Right
before Sunday Law,
which can come upon
us this year, or next, or
at least very soon, the
church has to experience some sad prophecies. I state that because after signing the
document with Rome
ending “the protest”,
persecution is to begin
according to GC 588.1.
And if we cast the apostasy off as a mere issue,
we are more than blinded. In fact, if those that
say the apostasy is not
here yet means that we
have decades upon decades of time left, and I
do not believe that for
the devil is speaking
through the pope and
many evangelical
prophets telling us that
we have months to a
couple years left before
persecution begins.
Though God is in control of events, these
voices are the loudest
than they ever have
been since after Ellen
White’s day, and God is
allowing that much to
be said. In other words,
God is allowing the dev-
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il to speak maybe in
effort to arouse His
church out of sleep. So,
here are some major
prophecies that have to
happen to the church,
sadly:
“Be not deceived; many
will depart from the
faith, giving heed to
seducing spirits and
doctrines of devils. We
have now before us the
alpha of this danger.
The omega will be of a
most startling nature.” {SpTB02 16.2}
The word “many” in the
Bible and Spirit of
Prophecy usually means
majority especially
when she writes, “Not
one in twenty of those
who have a good standing with Seventh-day
Adventists is living out
the self-sacrificing principles of the word of
God” {1T 632.2}. And
that is no exaggeration
as exaggerations are
lies, and she would not
pen a lie. So, the omega
of apostasy happens
before the church’s
close of probation and
it is dangerous, containing corrupted doctrines,
and very startling in
nature. That is because
the leadership fought
against the alpha back
in Ellen White’s day, but
they are not fighting
against the omega, but
actually are promoting
it; hence why “present
truth” speakers and
those who call for victory over sin are run out
of the pulpit while not a
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word is spoken against
churches inviting Jesuits
to speak on Sabbath
mornings, other denominations taking the
pulpit, transgenders
being allowed to be
ordained, women pastors allowed to be ordained, homosexuals
allowed to be members
and placed into position
of authority, and the list
goes on and on. An SDA
minister even took ashes on Ash Wednesday!
“God will arouse His
people; if other means
fail, heresies will come
in among them, which
will sift them, separating the chaff from
the wheat. The Lord
calls upon all who believe His word to awake
out of sleep. Precious
light has come, appropriate for this time. It is
Bible truth, showing the
perils that are right upon us. This light should
lead us to a diligent
study of the Scriptures,
and a most critical examination of the positions which we
hold.” {GW 299.1} Heresies are not just issues,
and heresies are very
well present in the
church because we are
so asleep. Sunday law is
soon to be sprung upon
us and the church is
snoring. The pope
wants the world under
Sunday law by 2020.
Ted Wilson even tells us
to go back to sleep in a
two-minute video that
he took time out of the

ecumenical meeting he
was attending in which
there are pictures of
SDA representatives,
including Ted Wilson
himself, rubbing elbows
with Jesuits! Heresies
include the fact that the
producers of the quarterly do not know really
who the antichrist is
today, lightly regarding
the Sabbath, and show
a wonderful work they
are doing. Heresies include Dwight Nelson
suggesting that Allah is
another name for God.
Heresies include letting
non-practicing homosexuals to be members
clearly teaching that
God cannot provide
complete victory because God does not
want just our actions to
conform but our minds
as well, and by telling
people that they still
can retain their sinful
thoughts certainly goes
against Philippians 2:5,
which says, “Let this
mind be in you, which
was also in Christ Jesus.” Are we saying that
Jesus thought homosexual thoughts? That is
heresy! And these heresies are spreading from
west to east including
Andrews University.
In ministering on FaceBook, there are quite a
few Seventh-day Adventists connections
and they are worshiping
Billy Graham, calling for
a new national pastor,
stating that we have a
lot to learn from him,
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etc. And this is not just
average people but
people that are pastors,
Review and Herald employees, and other leaders in our church. Ellen
White says such people
are in darkness, and we
can learn nothing from
them. “If God has any
new light to communicate, He will let His chosen and beloved understand it, without their
going to have their
minds enlightened by
hearing those who are
in darkness and error.” {EW 124.2} “The
Protestant churches are
in great darkness, or
they would discern the
signs of the times.” (GC,
565) “The Lord says to
us, Seventh-day Adventists are not to place
themselves under the
counsel and instruction
of teachers who know
not the truth for this
time. The molding and
fashioning of minds
should not be left to
men who have not
comprehended the importance of a preparation for that life which
measures with the life
of God.” {CT 401.1} So
that is more heresy.
In other words, let us
“not fear to call sin by
its right name” {Ed
57.3}. Yes, “God's servants must feel the burden of souls and weep
between the porch and
the altar, crying: ‘Spare
Thy people, O
Lord’" {1T 129.3}, but
that does not mean that

we stop preaching the
“straight testimony”,
which is addressing the
fact that “The people
are asleep in their sins
and need to be alarmed
before they can shake
off this lethargy” {1T
249.1}. “I asked the
meaning of the shaking
I had seen and was
shown that it would be
caused by the straight
testimony called forth
by the counsel of the
True Witness to the
Laodiceans. This will
have its effect upon the
heart of the receiver,
and will lead him to exalt the standard and
pour forth the straight
truth. Some will not
bear this straight testimony. They will rise up
against it, and this is
what will cause a shaking among God's people.” {EW 270.2}
Therefore, we have
more than issues. We
have apostasy. And until we admit it, God, the
Great Physician, cannot
heal us, although it will
be individually and not
very many.
And do be careful of
compilation books. Go
to the original source
which we try to quote
from as much as possible. The book Last Day
Events has a lot of great
material but some of
the quotes are sequenced in just a certain manner, as the
scriptures were in Jesus’
day, that paint a differ-
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ent picture of what was
actually penned by Ellen
White. The structure
does not make it. Most
of the leadership does
not make it. And those
loyal will, like the first
coming, miss out, and
that is over 95% of the
church. When does this
happen? Sunday law.
The wheat and the
tares do grow together
but as we saw, the
shaking of them to determine who is wheat
and who are the tares is
now with the “straight
testimony” and Sunday
brings the separation.
That means with Sunday law so close, the
church cannot go from
having just issues to
immediately being
swept away when the
crisis hits. The church is
being prepared now to
leave. It is the crisis that
puts the final event in
place. The church has
been making these
moves for a while and
events like the 1980s
having drums coming
into the church, making
none effect the writings
of Ellen White strongly
in the 1990s, and more,
all predicted to happen
was a sign of the last
generation and a generation that accepts the
omega apostasy.
“But the days of purification of the church are
hastening on apace.
God will have a people
pure and true. In the
mighty sifting soon to
take place we shall be
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better able to measure
the strength of Israel.
The signs reveal that
the time is near when
the Lord will manifest
that His fan is in His
hand, and He will thoroughly purge His
floor.” {5T 79.4}

be strengthened. We
cannot now step off the
foundation that God
has established. We
cannot now enter into
any new organization;
for this would mean
apostasy from the
truth.” {MS. 129, 1905}

That is the result of the
separation. That is the
144,000. Today is the
day of preparation.
Waste no time.

“We are living in an age
of great light; but much
that is called light is
opening the way for the
wisdom and arts of Satan. Many things will be
presented that appear
to be true, and yet they
need to be carefully
considered with much
prayer; for they may be
specious devices of the
enemy. The path of error often appears to lie
close to the path of
truth. It is hardly distinguishable from the path
that leads to holiness
and heaven. But the
mind enlightened by
the Holy Spirit may discern that it is diverging
from the right way.
After a while the two
are seen to be widely
separated.” {8T 290.5}

QUESTION: What are
your thoughts on Jan
Marcussen?
ANSWER: I am only familiar with his book,
National Sunday Law,
which appears to be
acceptable material.
That does not mean
everything is acceptable, but unfortunately, I
do not have the resources to investigate
one way or the other.

QUESTION: What is
your opinion on Reform
Movement material for
Sabbath School Lessons?
ANSWER: Excellent material, however, it is not
blessed of God.
“The Lord has declared
that the history of the
past shall be rehearsed
as we enter upon the
closing work. Every
truth that He has given
for these last days is to
be proclaimed to the
world. Every pillar that
He has established is to

"My brother, if you are
teaching that the Seventh-day Adventist
Church is Babylon, you
are wrong, God has not
given you any such
message to bear. Satan
will use every mind to
which he can attain access, inspiring men to
originate false theories
or go off on some
wrong tangent, that he
may create a false excitement, and thus divert souls from the true
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issue for this time. I presume that some may be
deceived by your message, because they are
full of curiosity and desire for some new
thing.” {TM 59.2}
For human beings lacking a prophet to call the
church Babylon, to form
a different structure or
organization, and declare themselves as the
pure church is apostasy
from the truth, and that
pretty much describes
this and other movements.
Do I believe the existing
structure is going
through? Absolutely
not. It is in full, predicted apostasy. “When the
storm and tempest shall
come the structure will
be swept
away.” {MR760 8.3}
Then what? God takes
the reigns! Not another
human organization. In
fact, it is already in progress as Sunday law, the
crisis, is being agitated
even today. Irregular
lines or ministry unapproved by the conference are growing in
number and influence.
And the content of the
message to live holier
lives cannot be refuted
unlike conference
churches continuing to
encourage people in
their sins. Those that
want to remain asleep,
will sleep too long.
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Healthy And Delicious Recipes
Ant Killing
1 c. sugar
3 T. Boric Acid or
Borax Laundry
Soap
3 c. warm water

Renee Bushor,
Restoration, Remedies,
& Recipes Ministry
Wife, mom of 4 adult
children, grandmom of 6.
Work part-time for a
company my son owns,
called Inmate Scribes.
Helps prisoners to communicate with the outside world, and provide
them with Christian literature and sign them up
for Bible studies.
Studied health for over
25 years; extensively
trained Medical Missionary helping people get to
the root of health issues
without masking symptoms; enjoy teaching
people different methods
for healing: diet, water
treatments, essential oils,
herbs, charcoal, etc.
25 years of experience
teaching healthful cooking from scratch showing
how to prepare their favorite meals, but in a new
way, without sacrificing
taste. Everything is plant
based, including all condiments, salad dressings,
dips, cheeses, crackers,
breads, and even laundry
soap.

IMAGE
REMOVED

Mix the Sugar and Boric
Acid together and slowly
add the warm water,
stirring all the time so
the mixture will not get
lumpy. Store in a sealed
jar and whenever you
see ants simply take a
used soda bottle or milk
jug lid. Put a cotton ball
in the lid and saturate
the cotton ball with your
sugar and boric acid
mixture. It will not take
much; just enough to fill
the lid, if you spill any
over the edge leave it as
this will only attract the
ants even more.

When you see the ants
drinking the mixture, DO
NOT kill them, let them
drink and take the
mixture back to the
colony. This should kill
the entire colony. In a
day or two the entire
colony should be gone.
This really works….I have
personally tried it!
Caution: If you have
small children or pets
make certain they
cannot get to this
mixture since Boric Acid
is hazardous.

Chemical Free Goo Gone
When dealing
with sticky stuff,
instead of
reaching for
solutions filled
with chemicals,
make your own cleaner may already have in
with two ingredients you your pantry. Along with

IMAGE
REMOVED

Blog sites:
ravishingrecipesandhealthfacts.blogspot.com/2017/01/
hard-facts-about-soft-drinks.html
reneesravishingrecipesandhealthfacts.blogspot.com/2017/01/snacking.html
Email Address: rrbushor93@verizon.net
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working on glass,
plastic, and wood, this
homemade version of
Goo Gone is so simple
— and basically costs
nothing to make.
The Coconut Oil
Version:
1 part baking soda
1 part melted coconut
oil (use the cheap
refined coconut oil)
Sweet orange essential
oil (optional)
The Vegetable Oil/
Mineral Oil/Etc.
Version:
2 parts baking soda
1 part oil
Sweet orange essential
oil (optional)
Sweet orange essential
oil is a great addition. It
will scent it nicely - like

Goo Gone without that
weird petroleum smell.
For best results, peel
away as much of the
top layer of the label as
you can.
Mix together oil and
baking soda into a
paste in a small,
sealable container. The
mixture is usable until
it's gone and doesn't
include any harsh
chemicals or smells.

To Use:
Simply scoop a small
dollop on sticky stuff
and gently rub with
fingers. The oil and
baking soda work
together to gently
remove the sticky
residue without
scratching.

Apply a thick layer to
the whole area and let
sit for a few minutes. It
works best to massage
it in and warm up the
oil a little. You should
be able to peel away
the leftover paper quite
easily at this point!
Once the mixture's had
a chance to work, wash
your container with
soap and warm water
to remove the extra oil
and baking soda and
any sticker residue.
For particularly
stubborn labels, you
might need to apply it
twice - but that's
sometimes how normal
Goo Gone works, too.



News And Comments
February 1
Paramus Daily News
POLL: Paramus Mayor
Won't Change The Blue
Laws

Bible Sabbath and the
false foundation upon
which the Sunday institution rests. . . ." -Testimonies, vol. 5, p.
711.

HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)

HaveOneMind.com
A website promoting the
witnessing book, What
Does It Mean for the
World to Have ONE
MIND?, as well as posting
relevant news and
comments.
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COMMENT: "There are
many, even of those engaged in this movement
for Sunday enforcement,
who are blinded to the
results which will follow
this action. They do not
see that they are striking
directly against religious
liberty. There are many
who have never understood the claims of the

February 1
WKRN
Kentucky governor declares Sunday ‘Day of
Prayer’ in Marshall County
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: It used to be
that governments picked
a specific number on the
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calendar to be a day of
prayer. Now they just call
for the next SUNDAY.
People are being prepared step by step to fulfill:
"Satan puts his interpretation upon events, and
they think, as he would
have them, that the calamities which fill the land
are a result of Sundaybreaking. Thinking to
appease the wrath of God
these influential men
make laws enforcing Sunday observance."--10MR
239 (1899).
February 5
Vatican News
Pope Francis meets Turkish president in private
audience
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: So, Turkey’s
President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan turns to the
pope for help settling
Jerusalem and the Middle
East. That is because the
papacy is still trying to
exercise their "great authority" (Revelation 13:2),
and it is recognized that
they have it.
February 6
Deutsche Welle
Four climate change lawsuits to watch in 2018
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: "Political
corruption is destroying
love of justice and regard
for truth, and even in free
America rulers and legislators, in order to secure
public favor, will yield to

the popular demand for a
law enforcing Sunday
observance."--GC 578,
579, 592 (1911).
From this, we see the
demand for Sunday
comes form the public.

the Bible, and manifest
respect for the institutions of the church, their
work will be accepted as a
manifestation of divine
power." {GC 588.2}
February 7

February 6

Christian Post

Catholic News Service

400 Muslim, Christian,
Jewish Leaders Sign
'Washington Declaration'
for Religious Tolerance

Lent is time to become
aware of false prophets,
cold hearts, pope says
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: The title of
false prophet drew our
attention but it is the reference to being "mother
and teacher" that makes
it noteworthy for the Bible describes the antichrist system as "THE
MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND ABOMINATIONS OF
THE EARTH" (Revelation
17:5).
February 11
The Washington Post
Bishop declares French
Catholic nun’s cure a
Lourdes miracle
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: "As spiritualism more closely imitates
the nominal Christianity
of the day, it has greater
power to deceive and
ensnare. Satan himself is
converted, after the modern order of things. He
will appear in the character of an angel of light.
Through the agency of
spiritualism, miracles will
be wrought, the sick will
be healed, and many undeniable wonders will be
performed. And as the
spirits will profess faith in
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HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: Revelation
13:12 says, "And he exerciseth all the power of the
first beast before him,
and causeth the earth
and them which dwell
therein to worship the
first beast, whose deadly
wound was healed." This
verse shows a global influence in the area of
religion to be able to
cause the whole earth to
go along with them.
The "Washington Declaration" unifying religious
representatives around
the world is an example
of that exercise in power.
February 4
The Catholic Spirit
Philadelphia Eagles punter sees God’s hand in
path to Super Bowl
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: "[Let] nothing [be done] through
strife or vainglory; but in
lowliness of mind let each
esteem other better than
themselves" (Philippians
2:3).
So, for God to have had a
hand in something He
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condemns, sports, this
continues to be a false
teaching prevalent among
not only Catholics, but
Christians in general.
Therefore, Donnie Jones,
you are using God in the
wrong manner and teaching others error as well.
There is much strife in
sports. It is all for vainglory as next year the previous winner shall be forgotten. Sports are definitely not done with the
lowliness of mind nor
thinking the other team is
better, in fact, the chant
is, "WE are number one"
and not "THEY are number one". The spirit of
competition is not of God.
February 12

day Adventists are in the
list. How can we be part
of this Roman Catholic,
Ecumenical movement
when we are told:
"Protestantism is incapable of union with Romanism, but must be as far
separated from the principles of the Papacy as is
the east from the
west" {ST, February 19,
1894 par. 5}
Basically, the structure
that will eventually be
swept away (1SM 204.2)
is lining up to be swept
away.
"It is a backsliding church
that lessens the distance
between itself and the
Papacy." {ST, February
19, 1894 par. 4}

Lutheran Cathedral
An evening of Christian
music dedicated to the
unity of Christians under
participation of choirs of
the Lutheran, Catholic,
Armenian and Evangelical churches.
HIGHLIGHT: During the
worship service representatives of the Department for External Church
Relations of the Russian
Orthodox Church, the
Armenian Apostolic
Church, the Christians of
Evangelical Faith, the
Evangelical Christians –
Baptists, the Russian united Union of Christians of
Evangelical Faith and the
Seventh-Day-Adventists
addressed the congregation. The worship service
was closed by the Lord’s
Prayer and a blessing
from Archbishop Dietrich
Brauer.
COMMENT: The Seventh-
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February 12
News Medical
Study provides new evidence of biological link
between diet and depression

injurious effect of intoxicating drinks, and of tobacco, tea, and coffee, on
the digestive organs and
the brain." {RH, June 23,
1903 par. 4}
February 12
Des Moines Register
Keep car sales closed on
Sundays
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: By stating,
"Let's leave Sunday as a
day of rest for us in the
car business", this creates
a wrestling, yet another
agitation.
"But as the question of
enforcing Sunday observance is widely agitated, the event so long
doubted and disbelieved
is seen to be approaching,
and the third message
will produce an effect
which it could not have
had before." {GC88
605.3}

HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)

February 12

COMMENT: So, a recent
study was performed linking meat to depression. I
got news for you. We
knew this over 100 years
ago!!!

The Guardian

"As opportunity is
offered, let him speak of
the value of a healthful
diet. He should never be
ashamed to say, 'No,
thank you; I do not eat
meat.' If tea is offered, let
him refuse it, explaining
that it is harmful, that
though for a time stimulating, the stimulating
effect passes off, and a
corresponding depression
is left. Let him explain the

Marmite maker Unilever
threatens to pull ads
from Facebook and
Google
HIGHLIGHT: One of
world’s biggest advertisers says it will avoid
platforms that ‘create
division'
COMMENT: You may not
see this as more than a
suppression of general
speech. Although such is
true, the fact is that in
2015, in a business group
meeting with Pope Francis, we find Paul Polman,
the CEO for Unilever,
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among the attendees.
And what did they agree
to? World Resource Institute ran the article with
the title "Pope Francis,
Business Executives and
Government Leaders
Come Together for Climate Action". And according to Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of
New York in 2015, Paul
Polman welcomed the
pope to the US by stating,
"We thank you for that
[pope vision and commitment]; and we pray that
others will listen to your
teachings and to follow
your example."
By the way, on February
12, in the Independent,
"Facebook pledges to
meet advertiser demands
after Unilever criticism."
Revelation 18:3 says, "For
all nations have drunk of
the wine of the wrath of
her fornication, and the
kings of the earth have
committed fornication
with her, and the merchants of the earth are
waxed rich through the
abundance of her delicacies."
February 16
Catholic Philly
Balanced look at Catholic
-Protestant links fails on
Jewish teachings
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: The article
states "Christian reunification is possible and,
indeed, likely to happen".
Of course we know that
all the Protestants have
to do is agree on two
points and then do.
"Through the two great

errors, the immortality of
the soul and Sunday sacredness, Satan will bring
the people under his deceptions. While the former lays the foundation
of Spiritualism, the latter
creates a bond of sympathy with Rome. The
Protestants of the United
States will be foremost in
stretching their hands
across the gulf to grasp
the hand of Spiritualism;
they will reach over the
abyss to clasp hands with
the Roman power; and
under the influence of
this threefold union, this
country will follow in the
steps of Rome in trampling on the rights of conscience."--The Great Controversy, p. 588.
February 15
Fox Business
Ex-NFL player on Florida
shooting: Get God back
in our schools
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: Again, eventually the door will be
open to not only allow
prayer but "he had power
to give life unto the image
of the beast, that the image of the beast should
both speak, and cause
that as many as would
not worship the image of
the beast should be
killed" (Revelation 13:15).
February 9
Catholic News Agency
Vatican conference
unites police and Church
in fight against human
trafficking
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
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COMMENT: This appears
to be yet another step
towards: "In order for the
United States to form an
image of the beast, the
religious power must so
control the civil government that the authority
of the state will also be
employed by the church
to accomplish her own
ends." {GC 443.2}
February 12
WPDE, ABC News
Dozens attend 'Put Prayer Back in Schools' forum
in Florence
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: "Right now,
there are two bills in committee that would let
teachers pray for or with
students."
They keep knocking and
we know eventually the
door of opportunity shall
open, and the path way
to go too far and "saying
to them that dwell on the
earth, that they should
make an image to the
beast, which had the
wound by a sword, and
did live" (Revelation
13:14).
February 16
Huffington Post
GOP Candidate Advocates Returning ‘Prayer
To The Classroom’ To
Stop School Shootings
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: Prayer is actually a political issue. To
secure public favor, this
politician is on board with
prayer back in schools.
Today it is prayer; tomor-
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row is Sunday law.
"Political corruption is
destroying love of justice
and regard for truth, and
even in free America rulers and legislators, in order to secure public favor,
will yield to the popular
demand for a law enforcing Sunday observance."-GC 578, 579, 592
February 24
Tampa Bay Times
Florida House approves
bill to post “In God We
Trust” in all public
schools
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: Although it is
not over Sunday, we definitely see a reaction to
instilling morals by turning to God, which is good,
but eventually it will go
too far. These are the
steps towards enforcing
the mark of the beast.
"Yet this very class put
forth the claim that the
fast-spreading corruption
is largely attributable to
the desecration of the socalled 'Christian Sabbath,'
and that the enforcement
of Sunday observance
would greatly improve
the morals of society. This
claim is especially urged
in America, where the
doctrine of the true Sabbath has been most widely preached. Here the
temperance work, one of
the most prominent and
important of moral reforms, is often combined
with the Sunday movement, and the advocates
of the latter represent
themselves as laboring to
promote the highest in-
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terest of society; and
those who refuse to unite
with them are denounced
as the enemies of temperance and reform. But
the fact that a movement
to establish error is connected with a work which
is in itself good, is not an
argument in favor of the
error. We may disguise
poison by mingling it with
wholesome food, but we
do not change its nature.
On the contrary, it is rendered more dangerous, as
it is more likely to be taken unawares. It is one of
Satan's devices to combine with falsehood just
enough truth to give it
plausibility. The leaders of
the Sunday movement
may advocate reforms
which the people need,
principles which are in
harmony with the Bible,
yet while there is with
these a requirement
which is contrary to God's
law, his servants cannot
unite with them. Nothing
can justify them in setting
aside the commandments
of God for the precepts of
men." {GC88 587.1}
February 21
Z3 News
Billy Graham’s death
marks “beginning of the
greatest revival.”
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: In addition to
Kenneth Copeland announcing 2018 to be a
year of the fire coming
down empowering the
church and burning the
chaff (those that do not
go along with the fact
that the protest is over),
we now have two more

indirect prophecies given
pointing to this being the
year. I say indirect because it was associated
with the death of Billy
Graham, which they did
not know the year but
coincidentally is 2018.
Now, all three are false
prophets so the prophecy
is coming from the devil
revealing his plans, however, God is in control of
events, meaning, if God
wants to allow the devil
to be accurate, it will happen, but if God wants to
give the church more
time, then it will happen
instead. The bottom line
though is this, are we
ready either way.
"For there shall arise false
Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great
signs and wonders; insomuch that, if [it were]
possible, they shall deceive the very
elect" (Matthew 24:24).

Other Articles:
* ND lawmakers say Blue
Laws should remain…
* Step right up! The Pope
looks very amused as he
welcomes circus performers including acrobat in barely-there outfit
* Going for God: Vatican
invited to attend Olympic
opening ceremony
* Superpope to the rescue: T-shirt raises money
for papal charity
* Catholic leaders caution that federal budget
must reflect common
good
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(Continued from page 2)

coconspirator in sin. In
other words, that person
holding onto sin is looking for a loophole to get
their prayer answered.
Besides, maybe God is
teaching that person in
sin the lesson to give up
the sin to save another.
In keeping this message
to a reasonable editorial
size, quickly let us address proper intercessory prayer. Moses interceded for all of Israel,
therefore, we should be
praying for our church
as well. Now did all of
Israel enter the promised land? Of course not.
Will all of modern day
Israel come out of apostasy? Of course not.
If we see someone erring, prayer is appropriate. Prayer is most appropriate for both private and public Bible
study; for various parts

of the church service,
especially before and
after the sermon; for
present truth ministers
to be protected as well
as strengthened to give
the message; for people
in the pews to be open
and attentive; for the
salvation of one’s children and other family
members; for one’s enemies as well as neighbors to come to the light,
but definitely not for
anything beyond that
like success, healing,
even protection on a
secular trip; and there
are probably a number
of other opportunities.
Some might think that
all leadership should be
prayed for and that is
not true. “Thus ‘Peace
and safety’ is the cry
from men who will never again lift up their
voice like a trumpet to
show God's people their

transgressions and the
house of Jacob their
sins” (Testimonies for
the Church Volume Five,
211.2).
And regarding sick
church members, James
5:14 tells us when the
church ought to be
called attention to. It is
when we reach the point
an anointing may necessary. That is near death.
But what is our prayer
list mostly consisting of?
People having colds, a
bruised knee, a cast for a
broken bone, medical
tests, medical observations, safety in travel to
destinations that God
would not approve of,
etc. Although some are
serious issues, what
business does the
church have praying that
a certain test would
come back negatively
that could reveal a liver
problem? Maybe the
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church member needs to
cut out the ice cream,
cakes, cookies, and the
rest of the gross sugar
intake. Like Ellen White
stated, if we do not
know the complete situation, even adding, “Thy
will be done Oh God”, is
a mockery of prayer.
Where are the evangelistic meetings being
prayed for, the Bible
studies, the distribution
of literature? They are
hardly found and if there
is a Bible study name on
the prayer list, many
have been there for over
five years! That is not a
Bible study; that is a
friendship. There is a
difference! Those names
should be rotating out
into membership or
moved onto someone
else on an average of
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every six months to a
year (1MR 33.4), otherwise, they really do not
have a serious interest
and are stealing God’s
time. And everyone
should be doing some-

thing in evangelism, be it
in addition to the previous list, holding cooking
schools, quit smoking
programs, and other
outreach programs approved of God. 
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